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10 January 2022

RUSSIA-WEST TALKS:
BROKERING AN UNLIKELY DEAL
What Western and Russian officials say just before a round of talks in Geneva,
Brussels, and Vienna highlights the firm positions of the two sides. The talks
seem unlikely to bring a breakthrough so Russia is likely to push on Ukraine
every harder than now. The latest statements by the Russian deputy foreign
minister show that Moscow is ready for the fiasco and is thus upping the ante
beforehand.

A

s neither side is expecting breakthroughs
just before the talks, why are they taking
part in them? On January 10, delegations
from the United States and Russia will meet
in Geneva while the NATO-Russia Council
is scheduled for January 12. The OSCE talks
will take place in Vienna on January 13. U.S.
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Secretary Antony Blinken said he did not
expect any breakthroughs that week. The top
U.S. diplomat added that upcoming talks with
Russia would not succeed so long as there was
a gun to Ukraine’s head. For his part, Sergey
Lavrov told journalists Russia would not make
concessions under U.S. pressure and warned

3

that this week’s talks on the Ukraine crisis
might end early. Ahead of the talks in Geneva,
Sergei Ryabkov, who is the deputy foreign
minister, laid out Russia’s three demands:
no further NATO expansion, no missiles on
Russia’s borders, and for NATO no longer to
have military exercises, intelligence operations,
or infrastructure outside of its 1997 borders.
However, U.S. and NATO’s stances, the latter
outlined on January 7 by Secretary General
Jens Stoltenberg, show that Western nations
can bring on the table such issues as reducing
the number of armaments and military drills
by both sides. The West seems to be slowing

everything down to prolong the talks and thus
postpone the Russian threat against Ukraine.
The question is whether Russia will fall for this
trick. The Kremlin can orchestrate an attack
while its pompous demands are nothing but
an excuse for war when both the United States
and NATO dismiss them all. Meanwhile, late
January offers the best weather conditions for
any military operation in this part of Europe
so Moscow has some time to force Western
countries into a set of concessions. Yet will
it respond forcefully if the West refuses to
make concessions? It might happen, albeit on
a limited scale. ■

10 January 2022

RUSSIAN TROOPS ARRIVE
IN KAZAKHSTAN
It is not only about deploying hundreds of Russian military personnel to
Kazakhstan, but a great deal of political support the Kremlin threw to KassymJomart Tokayev. The Kazakh president will pay for it later. In consequence,
Kazakhstan is becoming a Russian vassal, being no longer its independent ally.

M

oscow took advantage of the Kazakhstan
unrest to press on the country and thus
to strengthen the Russian posture in former
Soviet republics. Tokayev’s move to remove
Nursultan Nazarbayev as head of the powerful
Security Council measures that Russia will
now face a far weaker partner in Kazakhstan.
Tokayev would be even a hostage of Moscow
g iven the militar y suppor t his countr y
received from Russia. Thousands of troops
from a Russian-led security alliance arrived
in Kazakhstan to consolidate the president’s
grip on power against his trusted associates
rather than brutally suppressed rallies across
the country. Furthermore, deprived of political
leaders, the protests were unlikely to oust the
regime. Instead, they became a comfortable

4

excuse for Tokayev’s palace coup. It does not
seem to be orchestrated beforehand. The
presidents of Russia and Kazakhstan looked
somewhat surprised when the crisis broke
out. A few hours before ousting Nazarbayev
and requesting the CSTO to send troops, the
Kremlin spokesperson said that Kazakhstan
could solve its own problems and it was
important that no one interfered. The picture
changed drastically after Tokayev took full
power and the first Russian troops arrived in
the country. Karim Masimov, Kazakhstan’s
former intelligence chief and a trusted man of
Nazarbayev, has been arrested on suspicion of
treason. The Kremlin referred to Kazakhstan
reshuffles in a statement saying Putin and
Tokayev held a couple of phone talks while
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Belarus informed Lukashenko had spoken by
phone with Nazarbayev. This highlights that
now Tokayev is the only reliable partner for
Russia. Nazarbayev has not been seen or heard

from since the protests began. It was only on
January 8 that his spokesperson wrote that
Nazarbayev fully supported Tokayev’s policy,
urging fellow citizens to back the president. ■

12 January 2022

GENEVA TALKS DID NOT
MINIMIZE RISK OF WAR
A meeting of top U.S. and Russian diplomats has not produced any tangible
results. U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman and Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov were tasked with outlining proposals and
expectations. Nonetheless, what both said after the meeting could hint at some
future conclusions.

T

he U.S.-Russia talks in Geneva were the
first chapter of the following three stages
in Russian-Western negotiations. U.S. and
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Russian officials spoke on the issue a day before,
saying little progress would be reported in
Geneva. Statements that concluded eight hours

5
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of talks just confirm that. The United States
has no intention of bowing to Russia on NATO’s
open-door policy. Furthermore, Washington
will not discuss Moscow’s demand to curb
the alliance’s potential in the east without its
European allies. Washington did not make
any concessions on Ukraine, either. Shortly
before the Geneva meeting, it was reported
that Stinger anti-aircraft missiles were being
sent to Ukraine. In addition, the United States
is allegedly prepared to impose a range of harsh
economic penalties on Russia should it move
to invade Ukraine, which is likely to elevate
Washington’s negotiating position. Meanwhile,
Washington is trying to win some time, luring
Russia into fresh rounds of talks and promising
some blurry concessions. Not incidentally,
Sherman described the meeting as talks, rather
than negotiations, insisting on Washington’s
“preliminary ideas.” No negotiations took place
in Geneva and the two sides outlined their
stances, referring to their allies, both in a

6

general and preliminary manner. Russia is not
making any frantic steps although the Geneva
talks have failed to produce any results while
Washington has named Moscow’s demands
as nonstarters. Moscow is touting its success
to put issues such as blocking NATO future
expansion to the east or withdrawing allied
infrastructure and troops from countries along
the eastern flank on the negotiating table. As
for NATO’s eastern flank and Russian demands,
if the Alliance met them, Putin would have
achieved a military situation before 2014 when
Russia invaded Ukraine. The risk cannot be
ruled out now. Asked by Sherman about Russia’s
military buildup on its border with Ukraine,
Ryabkov said these were unfounded, adding
Moscow was just holding military drills. In a
language of diplomacy, it means that as long as
the negotiations are underway, the Kremlin will
keep its military personnel on its border with
Ukraine. On the contrary, it is an excellent tool
of coercion. ■
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13 January 2022

RUSSIAN FORCES BEGIN
APPARENT KAZAKHSTAN
WITHDRAWAL
Russian-led forces have begun their gradual withdrawal from Kazakhstan, the
Russian defense ministry informed. No details are known how long the pullout
will take and whether any Russian troops will stay in Kazakhstan. Importantly,
Moscow and ex-Soviet nations deployed more than 2,000 to help Kazakh officials
not to stop the revolution, but to consolidate Tokayev’s grip on power against
people close to Nursultan Nazarbayev.

A

round 2,000 Collective Security Treaty
Organization (CSTO) troops are now in
Kazakhstan. The first batch of them arrived in
the country from Russia on January 6, shortly

www.warsawinstitute.org

after the Kazakh leader’s plea. Russian troops
constitute some 75 percent of the contingent;
they also provide air transport to allies.
Belarus, Armenia, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan

7

sent up to 100–200 troops to take up positions.
Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev
announced the military pullout on January 12.
As announced in the morning of January 13,
the CSTO’s forces began transferring key state
facilities under its protection to the Kazakh
law enforcement agencies and started loading
equipment onto transport planes. The pullout
of the Collective Security Treaty Organization
(CSTO) troops would take no more than 10
days to complete. Possibly some of the Russian
military personnel will stay in the country
to protect key state facilities, including the
Baikonur cosmodrome. It was the first time
in the organization’s 30-year history that it
has responded to a call for assistance from
a member state. To make it conform to the
charter, Tokayev came up with the narrative on
“armed criminals” who got training and support
from abroad (albeit not naming from where
exactly) so that the CSTO could send troops to
a country so that the protests in Kazakhstan

could be viewed as an act of external aggression.
Russia was first to react and its immediate
response to Tokayev’s request is little surprising
as the Kazakh leader might have discussed it
with Putin beforehand. The CSTO’s forces were
not deployed to Kazakstan to quell the unrest,
but to protect Tokayev. As riots unfolded in the
country, the president removed Nazarbayev
from power and ordered to dismiss or detain
people related to the former leader. Not sure
whether Kazakh security agencies were loyal
to him, Tokayev asked for assistance from
the outside. It was notably Russia that threw
military and political support to the Kazakh
president and sending Russian troops is nothing
but Putin’s firm support for Tokayev in his
struggle for power. The Kazakhstan unrest
consolidated Moscow’s influence in the Central
Asian country and made Tokayev a Kremlin
hostage. The incumbent leader will be refused
support from his fellow countrymen after he
had invited foreign soldiers to the country. ■

17 January 2022

THREAT OF RUSSIAN MILITARY
INVASION OF UKRAINE
REMAINS HIGH
A recent round of diplomatic talks did not influence the military. While in talks
with the United States and NATO, Russia kicked off military drills near the
Ukrainian border. Western and Ukrainian officials still believe that the threat of
war remains high, especially after the failed talks in Geneva, Brussels, and Vienna.

M

ore than 10,000 Southern Military
District troops on January 12 began drills
at twenty training grounds in Southern Russia,
Abkhazia, Armenia, and North Ossetia. They
formed battalion tactical groups, a modular

8

tactical organization created from a garrisoned
Russian Army brigade to deploy combat power
to conflict zones, also in combat operations in
Ukraine (2014–2015). The Black Sea and Caspian
Fleet’s coastal defense troops are also involved.
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3,000 troops and 300 tanks and infantry
fighting vehicles have been deployed across
western Russian regions bordering Ukraine.
The drills stretch across western Russia’s
Voronezh, Belgorod, Bryansk, and Smolensk
regions. The motorized rifle drills will involve
T-72B3 main battle tanks and BMP-2 infantry
fighting vehicles. Russia currently has about
100,000 troops on the Ukraine border, U.S.
intelligence agencies reported on January 7.
Some extra aircraft were noticed there, too.
White House national security adviser Jake
Sullivan on January 13 said that the threat of a
Russian military invasion of Ukraine is “high.”
He also added that the Russian government
has sent operatives into eastern Ukraine in
preparation for potential sabotage efforts that
could serve as a pretext for a renewed Russian

www.warsawinstitute.org

invasion. On January 13, the General Staff of
the Ukrainian Armed Forces said Russia had
held an air defense drill in the Kherson region
in Moscow-annexed Crimea. The Ukrainian
military trained to use missile systems to
destroy enemy drones, helicopters, planes, and
ground equipment. Joe Biden’s administration
is considering sending additional military aid
to Ukraine that might include Stinger missiles.
Kyiv and its Western allies believe that an antiaircraft defense is the weakest spot of the
Ukrainian military. Russia has better aircraft,
helicopters, and missiles. Not incidentally, the
exercises took place near Crimea, an area that
is likely to be targeted by the Russians, just as
Donbas was in the past. In the Kherson region,
Ukrainian troops trained to use anti-tank
weaponry. ■

9
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17 January 2022

RUSSIA PUSHES UKRAINE
“RED LINES”
Failed diplomatic talks with NATO and the United States did not mitigate
Moscow’s belligerent stance. The Kremlin keeps escalating tensions instead.
The Russians are scrambling pieces of military hardware, including its Iskander
missile launchers, from Siberia westwards, while demanding the West not to
deploy weapons to Ukraine.

S

peaking at his annual foreign policy
news conference on January 14, Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov said Moscow has “run
out of patience” with the West and expected
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a written response to its demands for security
guarantees within a week. Moscow expects
the Western response to its demands. Lavrov
has reiterated NATO’s military buildup close to
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the Russian border as absolutely unacceptable.
But allowing Ukraine to join the bloc is just
one of many red lines. “Deploying offensive
weapons there is another red line,” Lavrov
said, stressing that Moscow disapproved of
military cooperation between Ukraine and the
West even if the former is not a NATO member.
He added Moscow has various options if the
West rejects Russia’s security proposals. “It
will depend on what proposals our military
experts submit to me,” he said. Lavrov’s harsh
comments came hours after Kyiv reported a
massive cyberattack on several government
websites. Ukraine accused Russian hackers
of being behind the attack. On the same
day, the White House said that the threat of

a Russian invasion of Ukraine remains high
and announced it had intelligence suggesting
Russia had sent saboteurs into eastern Ukraine
to stage an incident that could be used as a
pretext to justify an invasion. On the same day,
the Russian Defense Ministry announced that
troops stationed in eastern Siberia and the Far
East region (Eastern Military District) had been
scrambled for movement across the country
as part of snap drills to check their “readiness
to perform their tasks after redeployment to
a large distance.” This came in response to
independent reports that Russia has for two
weeks now been transporting its military
hardware to the west from the Urals, including
trans, trucks, combat vehicles, and launchers. ■

17 January 2022

RUSSIA CRIPPLES NATO’S
UNDERSEA COMMUNICATIONS
One of two undersea fiberoptic cables which provide vital internet connection and
communications links between mainland Norway and the Svalbard archipelago
in the Arctic Ocean was put out of action on January 7. The new chief of the UK
defense staff told Russia any attempt by submarines at damage would be treated
as act of war. In recent months, Russian vessels have been active close to cables
linking the United States and Europe.

H

ow the damage has happened to the
Svalbard Undersea Cable System (SUCS)
is not clear. Yet the failure is good news for
Russia. The system is running across a body of

www.warsawinstitute.org

water that links the Northern Fleet’s facilities
in the Barents Sea to the northern Atlantic.
At the same time, Russia has long claimed a
Svalbard-based satellite facility was tracking
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its submarines. The SvalSat facility, which is a
civilian satellite control center, downlinks data
directly from satellites passing within its range
in the Arctic. Nonetheless, Russia believes it
gathers data from the Norwegian military and
thus that of the North Atlantic Alliance. After
the January 7 disruption, the Svalbard Satellite
Statio, or SvalSat, may be working on a limited
capacity. Norway announced the disruption
on January 10. Two days before, Admiral Sir
Tony Radakin, who has been the UK’s chief of
defense staff since November 2021, discussed
the security of undersea cables in his first press
interview. He reiterated what U.S. and British
officers had said for the past few years: Russia is
increasing its capacity to act aggressively near

12

undersea cables to sow chaos in the West. Over
95 percent of international data are currently
routed through the many fiber optic cables.
It also links allied armies and governments,
which makes it strategically important, and
any disruption could cripple communications
between the United States and Europe. This is
particularly important in some emergencies. In
October 2020, allied defense ministers received
a confidential report on the risks to undersea
cables’ security. And yet no joint action has
been taken to ensure better security. Russia’s
secretive special survey ship Yantar at least
twice sailed near the United Kingdom and
Ireland. The vessel is capable of reaching deep
undersea cables. ■
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17 January 2022

IS REVIVAL OF NORMANDY
FORMAT POSSIBLE?
Talks in the Normandy format, which brings together Ukrainian, Russian,
German, and French officials to help end the conflict in Donbas, have stalled. It is
painful for Moscow whose top officials expected that Berlin and Paris would force
Kyiv into putting the Minsk agreements into practice. As the Kremlin is seeking
to turn to Washington to solve the problem, Ukraine is looking for some balance,
highlighting the importance of the Normandy format. What poses a bigger threat
to Kyiv is a pile of potential concessions from the Joe Biden administration.

T

he foreign ministers of Germany and
France announced a new attempt at
mediation between Russia and Ukraine.
Annalena Baerbock and Jean-Yves Le Drian

www.warsawinstitute.org

will visit the demarcation line in Donbas in the
wake of EU foreign ministers held on January
14 in the French western city of Brest. The
top German diplomat will meet Ukrainian

13

President Volodymyr Zelensky and Ukrainian
Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba on January
17. She will then travel to Moscow to meet
her Russian counterpart, Sergei Lavrov. On
January 11, Zelenskiy and the head of his office,
Andriy Yermak, met in Kyiv with advisers to
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz and French
President Emmanuel Macron. The two men
had earlier been to Moscow. “Ukraine is ready
to take the necessary decisions to end the war
in its eastern Donbas region at a new summit
of the leaders of Ukraine, Russia, France, and

Germany,” Zelenskiy said. German Chancellor
Olaf Scholz’s foreign policy adviser Jens Ploetner
and French President Emmanuel Macron’s
discussed the security situation and efforts
to defuse tensions that run high between
Russia and Ukraine. Officials in Kyiv fear that
the United States and Russia could make some
unpopular decisions behind their back. It
seems appropriate to play the European card,
a solution that did little to Ukraine in the past
but could be useful in the face of concessions. ■

17 January 2022

MOLDOVA AGAIN ON THE
BRINK OF NEW GAS SHORTAGE
Moldova’s gas distribution company, Moldovagaz, says it has paid Russian stateowned gas giant Gazprom for natural gas supplied in December 2021. By January
20, 2022, the company has to make a down payment for this month’s gas bill.
But the price of Russian gas has risen since the beginning of this year, making
Moldova unable to pay its commodity bill and forcing the country to ask Gazprom
for an extension. If no agreement is reached, Russia may again cut off its gas
supplies to Moldova.

M

oldova in October declared a state of gas flowing. This is not the end of Moldovan
emergency and started buying gas from problems. Russia can use its new gas as leverage
countries other than Russia after its contract on Moldova. This also applies to gas prices.
with Gazprom expired at the end of September “Moldovagaz has transferred the full payment
and the two sides failed to agree on details and for natural gas supplied in December 2021 to
the pricing of a new long-term deal. But in a Gazprom,” the company said in a statement
breakthrough in late October, the Moldovan posted on its website on January 13. Moldovagaz
government and Gazprom announced a new still has until January 20 to make a down
price formula for a five-year agreement to keep payment for this month’s gas bill, according to

14
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the contract with Gazprom. Moldovan Minister
of Infrastructure and Regional Development
Andrei Spinu said on January 11 that the
purchase price has increased from $550 per
thousand cubic meters in December to $647 in
January, a hike that could cause problems for
the country. Spinu said he had asked Gazprom
CEO Aleksei Miller to consider the possibility
of postponing the advanced payment for
January by 10-20 days so that Moldovagaz could
accumulate funds without taking money out
of the state budget as in late 2021. Gazprom’s
reaction to the Moldovan request remains a
mystery. Some say that Russia is using energy

www.warsawinstitute.org

against Moldova for electing pro-Western
President Maia Sandu in 2020 in a vote that
rejected Russia-backed incumbent Igor Dodon.
Gazprom has rejected the accusations, saying
the hike was purely commercial and reflected
global markets. Perhaps the authorities in
Chisinau will again be forced to increase gas
prices on the domestic market. Last November,
the price rose from $245 to $586 per thousand
cubic meters amid Russian gas shortages. This
year the price dropped by just $3. Moldovan
President Maia Sandu has recently convened
a meeting of the country’s Security Council to
discuss a possible energy crisis. ■
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20 January 2022

RUSSIAN DEPUTY FOREIGN
MINISTER MAKES A NEW
OFFER
Russia does not want a new round of talks on Ukraine and NATO. Nonetheless,
after some harsh statements from Russian officials and Moscow’s belligerent
actions, including its military dispatch to Belarus, Russia is now mitigating its
recent demands. This is evidenced by the statement from Russian Deputy Foreign
Minister Sergey Ryabkov, who said what would satisfy Moscow in its negotiations
on NATO and Ukraine.

16
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R

yabkov, addressing the Valdai Discussion intentions of invading Ukraine, Ryabkov added.
Club, said Russia wanted legally binding “We are seeing a threat from Ukraine becoming
guarantees that NATO will not expand to more and more integrated into NATO even
include Ukraine and Georgia. He called for without becoming a formal member of the
the formal replacement of the NATO alliance’s organization,” he said. Moscow argues that it
2008 Bucharest declaration that opened a path is the West that is elevating tensions by sending
for both states to join eventually. “The “well- weapons to Ukraine, and not Russia that holds
known formula of the Bucharest summit in its drills either in the country or in the Union
2008, that Ukraine and Georgia will become State of Russia and Belarus. At the NATOmembers of NATO, this should be excluded, Russia Council on January 12 in Brussels, allied
this should be replaced by the understanding countries rejected a set of Russian demands not
that this will never happen,” according to to expand the bloc to include new countries
Ryabkov. Alternatively, if the U.S. makes a and reduce the number of troops on NATO’s
unilateral commitment in a legally binding eastern flank. Russia has refused a compromise,
manner that it will never vote for Ukraine and saying there is no ground to start a fresh round
other countries to join NATO, we are ready of talks on U.S. guarantees. Whether Ryabkov’s
to consider this option, he said, Russia’s top statement means Moscow’s eagerness to reach
priority at the talks with the U.S. and NATO a compromise or it is just meant to strengthen
is to achieve guarantees through diplomatic Western advocates of concessions to Russia
measures that Georgia and Ukraine will remains unknown. ■
not become NATO members. Russia has no

21 January 2022

RUSSIAN INVASION COULD
BEGIN IN DONBAS
Recent days brought more reports that Moscow’s aggression against Ukraine
may begin in Donbas. Russia has started a military buildup in what is known
as people’s republics and is now laying the political groundwork for an armed
intervention in southeastern Ukraine.

M

In recent weeks, Russia has boosted recruitment of mercenaries, who are being
its troop presence in the Moscow- sent to Donbas. Perhaps Russia will play the
occupied part of Donbas. Ukraine’s military same scenario it did back in Georgia in 2008.
intelligence service said the Russian military It could now stage a provocation in Donbas
in early January secretly transferred than to have an excuse for a large-scale military
7,000 tons of fuel, several tanks, and self- invasion of Ukraine. The authorities of the
propelled artillery units, to the regions. It “Donetsk People’s Republic” said the Ukrainian
added that Russia was also undertaking active security forces had transferred eight Smerch

www.warsawinstitute.org
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and Uragan multiple rocket launch systems
to Donbas. Kyiv said it was not planning any
offensive in the separatist-controlled region.
However, the two separatist republics could
use this narrative as a pretext for firing civilian
targets and then blame Ukraine. Moscow could
then use a bloody incident to start a military
intervention in Ukraine to protect Russian
citizens. Last year Putin gave the green light to
hand out Russian passports to residents of the
self-proclaimed Donetsk or Luhansk People’s
Republics. Under its military doctrine, Russia
can take military action outside the country
to protect its citizens. In addition, if Moscow
officially recognizes the “people’s republics” as
independent states, a new option will emerge.

18

The authorities in Donetsk and Luhansk could
ask Moscow for help. The Kremlin could say
it did not enter Ukraine but the Donetsk or
Luhansk’s People’s Republic to shield its allies
from a Ukrainian invasion. The Communist
faction in the State Duma a few days ago
submitted to the State Duma a draft message
from the lower house to President Vladimir
Putin for the recognition of the Donetsk
and Luhansk republics. State Duma Speaker
Vyacheslav Volodin said on January 21 that
he would hold consultations next week with
faction heads. “Solutions to ensure the safety
of our citizens and compatriots in the people’s
republics must be sought,” Volodin said. ■
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25 January 2022

COULD RUSSIA ATTEMPT A SEA
BLOCKADE OF UKRAINE?
Southern Ukraine is particularly vulnerable to a Russian attack. First, a massive
military force is stationed in Russian-occupied Crimea. Secondly, Russia enjoys
an overwhelming advantage at sea. Possibly the Kremlin will block the Kerch
Strait and sea routes running to Ukrainian sea ports west of Crimea, notably
Odesa. A non-military blockade could eventually bring the Ukrainian economy
to its knees.

F

or Moscow, this scenario is safe as it does
not trigger Western sanctions. What
also speaks for it is that Russian forces are
more numerous and better stationed on the
“southern front.” First of all, Ukraine is currently
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in no shape to resist Russia at sea whose Black
Sea Fleet is far stronger than the Ukrainian
navy. In 2014, Ukraine lost most of its already
modest naval assets during the seizure of
Crimea. As a result, the Ukrainian Navy is

19

hopelessly outgunned and outnumbered by
the Russian fleet, also because Ukrainian
officers had betrayed their country. Of bigger
vessels, Ukraine’s navy has its flagship frigate
Hetman Sahaydachniy. In addition, Russia
can add to its Black Sea Fleet some vessels
that are now in the eastern Mediterranean,
including those that are en route from the
Baltic on six assault ships. Russia has also better
infrastructure on land, notably facilities and
ports in Crimea. Furthermore, the Russian
military has an excellent firepower capacity
from its ground positions. Crimea hosts also
Bal and Bastion anti-ship missile systems. No
bigger vessel will slip into and out of Ukrainian

ports at their reach. Ukraine will receive its
first delivery of new Neptun cruise missiles no
sooner than in a few months. Russia can close
the Kerch Strait to make the Azov Sea a Russian
lake. This would pave the way for an assault
on the Ukrainian coast and seize the ports of
Mariupol and Berdyansk that are home to small
Ukrainian vessels on the Azov Sea. Given such
military disproportion, there emerges a risk of
an amphibious landing in Odesa as part of a
military operation to join forces with a Russian
contingent in Transnistria. Another option is
an assault operation to distract some Ukrainian
forces as Russian land forces would attack from
the Crimean side. ■

31 January 2022

GAZPROM NEFT SEEKS
TO INCREASE HYDROCARBON
OUTPUT BY A THIRD
Gazprom Neft plans to boost hydrocarbon production by almost a third, the
company’s CEO Alexander Dyukov said. Nonetheless, Russia is no longer able to
keep pace with the OPEC+ supply deal.

“

We can already predict that by 2022,
hydrocarbon production w i ll have
increased by at least 10 percent. When it
comes to 2023–2024, a lot will rely on market
conditions, since various things influence the
price. However, for the time being, we are
assuming that if there are no crises, we will be
able to expand production by 5 percent per year.
Our next output milestone is 130 million tons in
2025,” Dyukov said. The CEO of Gazprom Neft
recalled that in 2021 the company surpassed

20

the figure of 100 million tons of oil equivalent.
But Russia is now struggling to keep pace with
the OPEC+ deal and increase output. Russia
should be adding 100,000 barrels per day each
month but its production growth stopped
in December. Due to a decline in drilling last
year, most analysts polled by Bloomberg News
expect Russia’s actual monthly increases can
go no higher than 60,000 barrels per month
in the first six months of 2022. Russia kept up
with a steady production pace throughout 2021
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and rebuilt its capability left untapped in the
early time of the Covid-19 pandemic. These
began to deplete in November. Russia’s biggest
producers––Rosneft, Lukoil, and Gazprom
Neft––say they use their production capacities

to the fullest. So if Gazprom Neft is seeking
to attain its output goals, it will only be able
to do so by boosting exploitation in fields or
purchasing assets from other companies. ■

31 January 2022

AFTER GAS, RUSSIA IS
REDUCING OIL DELIVERIES
TO EU
In February, Russia’s Transneft will decrease its oil deliveries from European
ports into EU countries by 14 percent. Among those most targeted will be the
Baltic states, Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands.

www.warsawinstitute.org
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S

ome 6.5 million tons of crude oil will be
shipped westwards from Transneft’s
seaports in Europe in February, according to
Interfax, citing the company’s export schedule.
Exports of oil from Russia are planned to drop
by 14 percent, or 1 million tons, compared to
January, despite a scheduled increase in Russian
oil output. The port of Ust-Luga seeks to reduce
the number of transshipments by 21 percent, to
1.9 million tons, of which 1.6 million tons come
from Russian producers (–16 percent). Also,
Primorsk will see a drop by 19 percent, to 3
million tons. Those hardest-hit by Russia’s move
will be Germany, the Netherlands, Finland, and
the Baltic states––all of which consume a third
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exported barrel. Exports to southern Europe
are planned to increase slightly, rising by 13
percent, to 1.6 million tons, shipped from the
Black Sea port of Novorossiysk. Whether a
drop in exports is a Russian political decision,
intended to bring about the same consequences
as cutting off gas flows, remains unknown. The
decline in Russian crude deliveries is yet less
considerable than that in gas flows. Political
tensions between the West and Russia have
boosted oil and gas prices. On January 26,
Urals crude traded $91.25 in northwestern
Europe and $92.38 in Mediterranean countries,
marking a new record high since October
2014. ■
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27 December 2021

PHOW MUCH IS IT FOR
GAZPROM TO TRANSIT GAS
THROUGH BELARUS?
Russian state-run gas company Gazprom informed about the cost of gas transit
through Belarus, which is a tenth of the revenue from gas deliveries to consumers
across Belarus.

A

ccording to a press release, Gazprom and
its subsidiary Gazprom Transgaz Belarus
concluded a pair of annexes to the contract for
gas supplies to Belarus and its transit through
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the country. They extended some contracts in
force by 2022 and specified the price formula
for Belarus. “The estimated cost of gas supplies
in 2022 stands at $2.44 billion,” the statement
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from Gazprom read. The total cost of natural
gas transport through Belarus is estimated at
$250 million in 2022. The protocol between
Belarus’s government and Russia’s Gazprom
regarding natural gas supplies in 2022 was
officially signed in December 2021. As the
Belarusian Ministry of Energy disclosed then,
the price for Belarus was set at “practically the
same” level as in 2021, when Russian gas was
being delivered to the country for $128.52 per
thousand cubic meters. Last July, presidents

of Russia and Belarus Vladimir Putin and
Alexander Lukashenko agreed on the gas price
for Belarus. “It was decided that the gas price
for Belarus in 2022 will not be adjusted upward,
and will remain at the level of 2021,” Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov told journalists.
Meanwhile, made no booking of the YamalEurope gas pipeline transit capacity to ship gas
westward. Poland has in recent weeks received
gas through reverse flow from Germany. ■

1 February 2022

RUSSIA SEEKS FOR NEW
HYDROCARBON DEPOSITS
AND STRUGGLES TO EXTRACT
CRUDE
All eyes of Russian oil and gas companies are now on East Siberia, which is the
only remaining part of the country that is rich in easily extractable hydrocarbons.
At the same time, oil firms are forced to look for new deposits as they have no
chance to meet the declared targets once confronted with available resources.

O

f all Russian regions, East Siberia is the
most promising one to explore new oil
and gas deposits, Sergey Gorkov, the CEO
of Rosgeo, said in an interview with TASS.
According to him, in Western Siberia––where
most large oil and gas output is now extracted––
there are no new deposits, with just flank
deposits available. “In my opinion, there are the
prospects for new gas provinces in East Siberia.
There is less crude oil there, but it is also quite
promising. I presume there will not be any big
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deposits, but some medium-quality fields are
likely to be found there. They are now being
discovered,” Gorkov said. In a presentation,
Rosgeo stated that in the last 25 years, Russian
geologists discovered ten new fields fewer
than before while many Soviet deposits are
now depleted. The gas extraction will continue
for 70 years while that of oil––30 years. Russia
needs to keep production at the current level as
the whole hydrocarbons sector accounts for 70
percent of export revenues. The Russian federal
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budget scheme until 2036 set revenues from
both oil and gas at some 8–10 trillion roubles
per year. Yet Russia is struggling to develop
its mining potential. Russia should be adding
100,000 barrels per day each month but its
production growth stopped in December. Due
to a decline in drilling last year, most analysts
polled by Bloomberg News expect Russia’s
actual monthly increases can go no higher
than 60,000 barrels per month in the first
six months of 2022. Russian oil output began
to stagnate in November before falling below
the OPEC+ figure in December. Throughout
most of 2021, Russia maintained fairly steady
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production growth, rebuilding capacity that
was not used in the early stages of the Covid-19
pandemic. The economic recovery somewhat
began to fade in November. The distribution
of active, idle, and shut-in producing wells in
new oil and gas fields in Russia remained only
in eastern Russia, returning to pre-pandemic
levels. Most major Russian hydrocarbons
producers are planning to boost their capital
spending this year, ranging from 10 percent
(Gazprom Neft) to some 20 percent (Rosneft). In
2022, Tatneft’s total investment is expected to
triple or quadruple compared to the last year. ■
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1 February 2022

NORD STREAM 2 SANCTIONS
MAKE U.S. DETERMINED,
GERMANS SPLIT
Faced with criticism from countries worldwide and U.S. pressure, Berlin slightly
adjusted its stance to sanctions on the Nord Stream 2 gas link if Russia attacked
Ukraine. Yet the German government has not made a final decision on the
pipeline while the ruling SPD party is in favor of completing the gas link.

E

arlier this year, German Chancellor Olaf
Scholz and Defense Minister Christiane
Lambrecht insisted that Nord Stream 2 was
unrelated to the conflict between Ukraine
and Russia. Now Berlin says all options are
on the table but no decision has been made
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on the controversial pipeline. And perhaps
they will not be any as polls found that most
German respondents were in favor of launching
the gas link. But there is strife over Nord
Stream 2 within Germany’s ruling coalition.
The German Foreign Ministry, headed by
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Annalena Baerbock of the Greens, blocked
Dieter Haller from joining the German legal
entity established by Gazprom’s subsidiary
Nord Stream 2 AG. Last December, Haller, the
former ambassador to Saudi Arabia, received an
offer to head the supervisory board of Gas for
Europe. The company is registered it Schwerin
(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern). It was necessary
as a company operating the transport network
must be a German-registered entity. Manuela
Schwesig of the SPD, who is the prime minister
of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, insists on
launching the Russia-to-Germany pipeline
as soon as possible. There are more Social
Democrats sharing this view but top SPD
officials just backed Scholz’s position saying
all sanctions were at stake in the event of the
Russian invasion of Ukraine. Lars Klingbeil,
who chairs the party, said this involved
sanctions against Nord Stream 2. The gas link

is still awaiting regulatory approval from the
German authorities who halted the procedure
in November. Only then can this be continued.
The pipeline will be made operational in July
2022 at the soonest. Although top German
officials are still split on the issue, the U.S.
administration believes that the contentious
pipeline will not be launched if Russia invades
Ukraine. American politicians are determined
to freeze the pipeline in that case even if
Germany pulls out of its promise to quit the
project. U.S. Senator Bob Melendez submitted a
hard-hitting sanctions package against Russian
hydrocarbons companies and Nord Stream 2
itself. The bill provides for restrictive measures
against Russia if it invades Ukraine, according
to the U.S. president. This leaves the door for
Biden to avoid imposing sanctions. The question
is what Russian steps could Biden recognize as
proof of further aggression. ■

2 February 2022

RUSSIAN NAVY SHIPS HOLD
DRILLS IN NORWEGIAN SEA
Vessels of Russia’s Northern Fleet have completed anti-submarine drills in the
Norwegian Sea, the Russian defense ministry said on January 31. This is yet
another manifestation of Russian naval drills: the country’s vessels left their
bases to practice warfare in many places around the world.

T

he drills in the Norwegian Sea were part
of large-scale maneuvers of the Northern
Fleet and Arctic forces that had begun a few
days before. The crews of the missile cruiser
Marshal Ustinov and the frigate Fleet Admiral
Kasatonov “hunted down the notional enemy’s
submarines” with the help of an anti-submarine
warfare helicopter (Ka-27M), Russia’s defense
ministry said in a statement. Reports have been
about Arctic drills of the Northern Fleet as
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well as some other maneuvers in the Baltic Sea
and the Black Sea. Russia announced it would
stage a live-fire exercise west of Ireland. The
country said on January 20 its navy would stage
a sweeping set of exercises involving all its
fleets “in all areas of their responsibility.” Never
before have Russia’s all main naval formations
(Northern Fleet, Baltic Fleet, Black Sea Fleet,
Pacific Fleet, and Caspian Flotilla) practiced
together. Overall, the sweeping drills will
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bring together over 140 warships and support
vessels, more than 60 aircraft, 1,000 items of
military hardware, 20,000 navy personnel, and
10,000 airmen and ground troops. Drills are
held under the general command of Russian
Navy Commander-in-Chief Admiral Nikolay
Yevmenov. The naval maneuvers will focus on
measures to protect “Russia’s national interests
in the ocean worldwide,” according to the

Russian defense ministry. Russia mobilized all
assault vessels, including its nuclear-powered
submarines. A set of Russian navy drills is
a warning to the United States and NATO.
Separate drills will run in the Mediterranean,
the North Atlantic, and the Pacific and Arctic
Oceans. Perhaps Moscow seeks to ramp up its
navy capabilities before invading Ukraine. ■

2 February 2022

UK PLANS TO TIGHTEN POLICY
TOWARDS RUSSIA
The UK’s diplomatic offensive has taken Moscow aback, as evidenced by the
Kremlin’s response to London’s plan to broaden the scope of sanctions on Russia.
It was followed by some strong declarations from Boris Johnson ahead of his visit
to Kyiv and reports of the creation of a trilateral British-Polish-Ukrainian alliance.
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“

We need to de-escalate this and stand up
for the right for the sovereignty of Ukraine,”
Britain’s defense minister Ben Wallace told a
press conference in Budapest on January 31.
The UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson will travel
to Kyiv on February 1. Ahead of his visit, the
British government announced a new financial
assistance package for Ukraine. A few days
before, reports were made on the creation of
a security alliance between Poland, Ukraine,
and the UK. But Moscow is most concerned
about renewed efforts to target Russian assets
in the United Kingdom, a move that triggered
a harsh response from the Kremlin. Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said the threat of
such measures would amount to “an attack
on Russian businesses that would backfire.”
“Russia will firmly respond to these sanctions,”
he added. “In general, the Anglo-Saxons are
widely escalating tensions on the European
continent,” Peskov said. Interestingly, he spoke
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of the “Anglo-Saxons” (Britons and Americans)
and the “Europeans” (including Russians), with
the former seeking to mount tensions. Foreign
Secretary Liz Truss said on January 30 that
the British government would introduce new
legislation this week to broaden the scope of
sanctions it can apply to Russia in an effort
to deter aggression towards Ukraine. “Any
company of interest to the Kremlin and the
regime in Russia would be able to be targeted
so there will be nowhere to hide for Putin’s
oligarchs, for Russian companies involved in
propping up the Russian state,” she was quoted
as saying. Possibly the new powers could
include the ability to seize property of Russian
oligarchs in London. On January 31, British
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said he would
tell Russian President Vladimir Putin to “step
back from the brink” over Ukraine. An invasion
of Ukraine would be “an absolute disaster for
Russia,” he added. ■
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3 February 2022

RUSSIA SUPPLIES RECORD
NATURAL GAS TO TURKEY VIA
BLUE STREAM
Russian energy company Gazprom Export announced a record high export
volume of natural gas to Turkey via the Blue Stream gas pipeline in 2021. The
gas giant said this stemmed from growing demand. This highlights Moscow’s
political purpose in cutting gas flows into the EU for the past six months.
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W

hile Europe struggled with gas shortages
in the autumn and early winter amid
Russia’s decision to curb supplies, Gazprom
sent gas flows to other markets, including its
biggest one. The 15.98 billion cubic meters
(bcm) of natural gas (2021) marks the highest
annual volume via this major trans-Black Sea
gas pipeline since commissioning in 2003. Its
capacity is fully used (16 bcm per year). Turkey
is one of the top purchasers of Russian natural
gas. Russia and Turkey are linked through the
undersea Blue Stream and TurkStream gas
pipelines. Blue Stream goes to the Asian part of
Turkey while TurkStream reaches its European
provinces. The growth in supplies coincided
with a historical record of gas consumption in
Turkey. According to preliminary estimates, in
2021 it amounted to around 61 bcm. Last year,
Gazprom delivered a total of 26.7 bcm of natural
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gas to Turkey (compared to 16.4 bcm in 2020).
The company delivered more natural gas to
other states, mostly to China (10 bcm compared
to 4.1 bcm in 2020). The Blue Stream pipeline
is designed to deliver Russian natural gas to
Turkey across the Black Sea while bypassing
third countries. It is Russia’s first pipeline
directly connecting its gas fields with a major
gas-consuming country. The total length of
the Blue Stream is 1,213 km. The pipeline was
put into operation in December 2002. Gas ties
between Russia and Turkey date back to the
Soviet era, similarly to those between Moscow
and Germany. In 1984, Russia and Turkey
concluded their first-ever deal to supply natural
gas to Turkey although it was delivered through
pipelines around the Black Sea for nearly two
decades. ■
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